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ELEVATED MEASURES SET TO ADDRESS
POACHING IN THE COUNTRY – MINISTER

Posted by Intern | Feb 4, 2021 | Tourism

By Clifton Movirongo.

The Ministry of Environment, Forestry and Tourism (MEFT) has said that
more resources have been allocated to �ghting poaching with the aid
of more government agencies, Non-Governmental Organisations
(NGOs) and international development partners as they jump on board
in e�orts to stop poaching.

Environment, Forestry and Tourism Minister Hon Pohamba Shifeta
revealed this on Thursday when he announced that the country has
once again recorded fewer cases of poaching.

According to the minister, governmen with the assistance of the law
enforcement and security agencies has put measures in place to tackle
the illegal acts of animal plundering. Moreover, the private sector, the
general public and communities have also jumped onto the
bandwagon to reverse the trends of poaching.

“In 2020, we recorded a total of 31 rhinos poached compared to 52 in
2019, 81 in 2018, 55 in 2017, 66 in 2016 and 97 in 2015,” Shifeta said.

The minister added that by the same token, Namibia recorded a total
of 11 elephants poached in 2020, 13 in 2019, 27 in 2018, 50 in 2017,
101 in 2016 and 49 in 2015.
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As for pangolin, eight live animals have been seized in 2020 as well as
�ve full carcasses, 59 skins, �ve skin pieces and 924 scales, he added.

“In order for us to do more and improve on our programmes and
projects for wildlife protection and law enforcement, we have come up
with a revised strategy that will serve as a policy document with a
primary objective of establishing common approaches to the
protection and conservation of wildlife and to ensure the e�ective
enforcement of laws governing wildlife resources,” Shifeta explained.

He added the new revised strategy is for the period of the next �ve
years. “The strategy has programme areas and activities on how we will
generally operate in terms of wildlife crime prevention and law
enforcement, investigations and intelligence, legal framework and
prosecutions, transboundary illicit trade, protection of rhinos within
protected areas, protection of rhinos outside protected areas,
protection of elephants, protection of pangolins, community safety and
security, partner and stakeholder coordination, as well as awareness
and communication,” revealed Shifeta.

This comes as the criminal syndicates driving wildlife trade continue to
develop and extend their networks and use increasingly sophisticated
approaches to poach or tra�c wildlife products.

654 suspects were arrested in line with the cases registered in 2020,
comprising of 597 Namibians, 26 Zambians and 22 Angolans. Of these
cases, 100 are related to pangolin poaching and tra�cking; 64 are
related to elephant poaching and tra�cking while 113 are related to
rhino poaching and tra�cking.

At present, Namibia holds the second-largest population of rhinos in
the world and the world’s largest population of black rhinoceros. The
world’s largest contiguous elephant population of about 250,000
elephants occurs within the Kavango– Zambezi Transfrontier
Conservation Area and about 16,000 elephants occur in northeastern
Namibia.

The illegal killing of wildlife in Namibia has implications for the
environment, economy, social 
aspects as well as animal welfare.

“A number of high level perpetrators of wildlife crimes were arrested in
Namibia during 2020, particularly related to rhino poaching and
tra�cking. Arrests included kingpins, middlemen and various aiders
and abettors, rather than only poachers. You can clearly see from the
statistics that we have been hard at work to curb out wildlife crime in
the country and much success has been achieved,” the minister
concluded.
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